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Background
on Bro

Part 1



(✓)
Already covered yesterday

https://dsn.tm.kit.edu/english/bro_program.php


Background
on Suricata

Part 2



October 16, 2008 (LAFAYETTE, Ind.) – The Open Information Security 

Foundation (OISF, www.openinfosecfoundation.org) is proud to 

announce its formation, made possible by a grant from the U.S. 

Department of Homeland Security (DHS). The OISF has been chartered 

and funded by DHS to build a next-generation intrusion detection and 

prevention engine. This project will consider every new and existing 

technology, concept and idea to build a completely open source 

licensed engine. Development will be funded by DHS, and the end 

product will be made available to any user or organization.

http://www.openinfosecfoundation.org


From: jonkman at jonkmans.com (Matt Jonkman)
To: discussion@lists.openinfosecfoundation.org
Date: Thu, 16 Oct 2008 21:00:32 -0400
Subject: [Discussion] Features

So here's my wish list:

1. Native multithreading.

2. IP Reputation Sharing

3. Native ipv6

4. Native Hardware acceleration support

5. Scoring



A few dozen brainstorm emails later ...



From: hall.692 at osu.edu ( Seth Hall)
To: discussion@lists.openinfosecfoundation.org
Date: Sun, 19 Oct 2008 00:25:34 -0400
Subject: [Discussion] I think everyone is describing Bro

Sorry, I just joined the list so I'm going to be doing some 
odd quoting from the list archive :)  I do want to point out 
too, that I'm not writing this email to downplay OISFs goals 
but rather to hopefully guide OISF toward improving an 
existing opensource project (Bro - http://www.bro-ids.org/ ) 
that already does much of what is being discussed on this 
list.



… but 1.5 years later ...





Suricata == Snort++
(2010)





From https://github.com/snort3/snort3/blob/master/README.md ...

https://github.com/snort3/snort3/blob/master/README.md


USENIX Security … 2006



Suricata ~ Snort 3
(2018)



Typical signature

alert tcp $HOME_NET any -> $EXTERNAL_NET any 
(msg:”ET TROJAN Likely Bot Nick in IRC”; 
flow:established,to_server; 
flowbits:isset,is_proto_irc; content:”NICK “; 
pcre:”/NICK .*USA.*[0-9]{3,}/i”; 
reference:url,doc.emergingthreats.net/2008124; 
classtype:trojan-activity; sid:2008124; rev:2;)



Traditional alert log

10/05/10-10:08:59.667372 [**] [1:2008124:2] ET 
TROJAN Likely Bot Nick in IRC [**] 
[Classification: Trojan Activity] [Priority: 3] 
{TCP} 10.0.1.144:6984 -> 192.168.1.4:56068

(Today usually done via Suricata’s “EVE” JSON log)



Architecture 
comparison

Part 3
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Execution flow: Suricata
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Execution flow: Suricata runmodes
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Keeping state
● In Bro: in scripts

○ Tables, sets, ..., with DSL convenience

○ Can be tricky if shared across cluster

● In Suricata: in rule language
○ Named bits or counter variables, per flow/host/host-pair

alert tcp any any -> any any (msg:"More than Five Usernames!"; 
content:"jonkman"; flowint: usernamecount, +, 1; 
flowint:usernamecount, >, 5;)



Parsing traffic
● In Bro: in C++ or BinPAC

○ Phasing out BinPAC, transitioning to HILTI / Spicy

○ The latter do not depend on Bro, work w/ other tools

○ Goal: safe grammars for syntax and semantics in DSL

● In Suricata: in C or Rust
○ Experimental Rust support since 4.0 

○ Parsers are Suricata-specific Rust shared libs

○ Provides safety, but separates syntax and semantics

http://www.icir.org/hilti/


Parser example: Spicy [ACSAC’16]

http://www.icir.org/robin/papers/acsac16-spicy.pdf


Parser example: Rust [SPW’17]

http://spw17.langsec.org/papers/chifflier-parsing-in-2017.pdf


Extensibility
● In Bro: naturally via scripting, also plugins

○ Plugins allow native-code extensions without patching

○ Can add e.g. entire protocol analyzer

● In Suricata:
○ Monolithic architecture, usually need to patch ...

○ … unless Lua suffices: can add parsers, detectors, and 

loggers



Suricata Lua script example: PDF obfuscation [NVISO]

tBlacklisted = {["/JavaScript"] = true}
 
function PDFCheckName(sInput)
    for sMatchedName in sInput:gmatch"/[a-zA-Z0-9_#]+" do
        if sMatchedName:find("#") then
            local sNormalizedName = sMatchedName:gsub("#[a-fA-F0-9][a-fA-F0-9]",
                function(hex) return string.char(tonumber(hex:sub(2), 16)) end)
            if tBlacklisted[sNormalizedName] then
                return 1
            end
        end
    end
    return 0
end
 
function init(args)
    return {["http.response_body"] = tostring(true)}
end
 
function match(args)
    return PDFCheckName(tostring(args["http.response_body"]))
end

alert http $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"NVISO PDF file lua"; 
flow:established,to_client; luajit:pdfcheckname.lua; classtype:policy-violation; 
sid:1000000; rev:1;) 

https://blog.nviso.be/2017/03/10/developing-complex-suricata-rules-with-lua-part-1/


Extension example: JA3 in Bro

150-line Bro script:

https://github.com/salesforce/ja3/blob/master/bro/ja3.bro


Extension example: JA3 in Suricata

https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/3297/files


From https://github.com/snort3/snort3/blob/master/README.md ...

https://github.com/snort3/snort3/blob/master/README.md
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Philosophies

Part 3



Bro is a network monitor
● Nothing intrinsically implies badness

● Perfectly useful without detecting anything

● Just happens to be great for deeply behavioral, 

stateful detections



Suricata is a misuse detector
● Purpose is to detect patterns, usually of badness

● Everything in architecture ties to signature rules

● Has gained Bro-esque features because the 

community finds these useful, not because they’re 

natural for the architecture



Culturally different projects
● BSD vs GPL

● Scripting vs “rulethink”

● Research project vs off-the-shelf

● Extensibility vs all-in-one

● Roadmap prioritization



Thanks!


